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Abstract: The catalytic and electro catalytic properties was
determined by using size and shape of platinum nanoparticles . To
produce well defined and controllable shapes of platinum
nanoparticles and improve their performance in terms catalytic
activity and selectivity many chemical methods has been
developed. Synthesis of colloidal platinum nanoparticles in three
different shapes by using polyol synthesis method,
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a reducing agent in first method.
Ethylene glycol has been used as a solvent and addition of silver
ions for enhances the crystal growth. Sodium borohydride has
been used as the reducing agent in the second method. Most of the
papers silver nanoparticles were synthesized. In this paper we try
the potassium chloroplatinate has to be reducing platinum
nanoparticles by sodium borohydride. The same methods to be
using a silver nitrate is convert to silver nanoparticles by using the
same reducing agents.
Keywords :Colloidal Platinum nanoparticles, polyol synthesis
method, PVP, NaBH4
I.

INTRODUCTION

Inorganic materials like metals have their specific
properties and uses due to this have more attention in, and
catalytic properties. Shape controlled particles was prepared
in large volume with strategies of research side. In particular,
Inorganic materials in which metal particles with different
shapes from their bulk have different properties like electric,
magnetic, optical cost effective in which shape controlled
nanoparticles plays major role in future energy technology.
Fossil fuels was substituted by shape controlled nanoparticles
due to synthesizing energy and biomass . Metal particle have
their application in the production of hydrogen from three
different phases of energy carriers.Shape-dependent
properties is one of the critical property plays major role in
catalyst activities.
Many searchon going to find specific characteristics of
modern science and technology which is going to be a new
functional materials in future. In particular platinum particles
are shape controlled metals have broad scope of numerous
empirical demand. In many cases , according to this nano
size range both chemical and physical properties were found.
Platinum have layers have wide application in enzyme and
also used for catalyticreaction.

critical part as formation – responsive to vital median. In
Advanced nanotechnology, the design of metal NPs
predominance in the field of well definednanocatalystmodels
,empirical correlation and in the mechanism of catalyst.
Shape controlled platinum nanocrystal metal shows the
distinctive catalytic property .Depletion or putrefaction of
the metal due to the existence of biological mantle reagents
was methods are used to control dimensions of nanoparticles
many methods are used such as reduction or decomposition
of the metal precursor in the presence of organic capping
reagents in solution. Regulating agents such as
Cetyltrimethylaoniumbromide (CTAB) and Poly vinyl
pyrrolidone(PVP) was chosen based on their shape of
nanocrystals in the form of rods , prisms and cubes.
Usual forerunner used in platinum nanoparticles synthesis is
potassium chloroplatinate (K2PtCl4). The forebear is
typically go into solution in an aqueous or organic liquid
phase. Due to the effect of reducing agent there is chemical
reaction taking place to convert aqueous liquid metal to soild
metal. Other than chemical reaction there is a decomposition,
displacement, or electrochemical reactions are also take
place.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

For catalytic reduction 100µl of p-Nitro phenol (10mM) ,
1ml of NaBH4 (0.1M) and distilled water added in quartz
cuvette. Then the following shape controlled platinum
catalyst colloidal solutions were added at 50µl into the
cuvette. PVP stabilized platinum nanoparticles.Honey
stabilized platinum particles.Ascorbic acid stabilized
platinum particles.Guar gum stabilized platinum particles.
After adding the catalyst the cuvette was put into the UV
visible spectrophotometer and the strength of the absorption
peak at 400 nm in the UV–visible spectrophotometer and it is
handed down to monitor the conversion of p-nitrophenol to
p-aminophenol .In here the powdered sample was converted
into colloidal form by using ultrasonic cleaner. 20mg of
powdered sample was taken into the conical flask then mixed
with 10 ml of distilled water. The conical flask was put into
the ultra sonic cleaner using the frequency of 50 kHz for 10
mins.

Heterogeneous nanocatalysis is one of the most interest area
in research due to the shape controlled metal particles amuse
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Fig. 1.SEM image of platinumprecursor
III.RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Scanning Electron Microscopy(SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examine the exterior of
substance, molecule or atom and fibres so that exquisite
feature can be calculated and evaluated via image analysis.
SEM analyse used to find contamination issues in chemical
industry, identify the failure component , study the
interactivity between material and their substrates. It can also
furnish a plenty of statistics to hold up research of substance,
chemicals or organic samples. The process of explaining
SEM images is not at all time simple and straight. The
distinguishing of particulates, or the study of physical and
chemical feature of substance was difficult task due to the
interpretation of metal components and alsoSEMimages was
not clear and direct. With the additional advantage to obtain
primary constitution for the typical and smooth the research
of substances and exterior facilitates with SEM/EDX.
Distribution and elemental mapping across the surface of the
sample is also available.The below images show the
dimensions of the platinum nanoparticles by using the PVP
as a reducing agent. Increasing the reducing agents ratio the
size of the platinum nanoparticles was reduced. Image (a)
represents the spherical particles of the platinum
nanoparticles. Image (b) represents the cube shaped platinum
nanoparticles..

Fig.2. SEM images of platinum nanoparticles (a) 60mg (b)
40mg (c) 20mg of PVP
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To prepare the wire shaped platinum particles, 20 mL of
0.01 M K2PtCl4 aqueous solution was prepared and then 5
grams of honey was added to the solution at last the
solution was dissolved in 25 mL of distilled water. The
prepared solution was sealed. The prepared dissolved
solution was preheated in oven at 100 ◦C for 6hrs.

B. PVP as a Reducing Agent
Table I.Results of platinum nanoparticles using PVP as a
reducing agent
Amount
Colour
pH Shape of Size Of the
Of
of Final
the Nano
nanoparticles
Reducing Solution
particle
(nm)
agent(mg)
Min
Max

20
40
60

Reddi
sh black
Green
ish black
Black

7

Hexagon

74

598

Rectangu
lar
8
spherical

73

830

76

86

.4
7
.9
.5

C. NABH4 As A ReducingAgent
The image shows the platinum nanoparticles by
utilizing reducing agent such as NaBH4. Mostly NaBH4 was
used to conglomerate of silver nanoscale particles. Here we
tried platinum precursor. Image (a),(b) was not clearly shows
any shape and size. Image (c) shows the nanowires of the
platinum in nanometer size.

Fig. 4.SEM images of hyper branched platinum particles
by using honey
IV.CONCLUSION
The above results shows that the catalyst efficiency changed
depends on the shapes of the particles. From that the cub
octahedral shaped platinum particles give more efficiency
than the other shaped platinum particles, because the cub
octahedral shapes having more surfaces than the others. Cub
octahedral shaped platinum catalyst have 8 triangular and 6
cube shaped surfaces. In the process, reduction of
p-nitrophenol into p-aminophenol cuboctahedral shaped
platinum particles gives 68.8% conversion within the time
period of 15 minutes.
.
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